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PRODUCTION MANAGERS FORUM MEETING MINUTES  

 
Date: Wednesday 18th January 2017 
Time: 10:00-11:30 
Venue: The Theatres Trust, Charing Cross Road   
Meeting No. 2  
 
 
IN ATTENDANCE  
 
David Evans (DE) – Head of Production at NTW and freelance PM  
Ned Lay (NL) – Third year student at Royal Central and freelance PM  
Mark Shayle (MS) – Freelance PM, CSM, SM 
Ed Borgnis (EB) – Freelance PM for events and theatre  
Pip Robinson (PR) – PM at BAC  
Alex Taylor (AT) – Freelance PM  
Zoe Cotton (ZC) – Freelance PM, SM, Stage carpenter  
 
APOLOGIES 
 
Grace Craven  
Heather Doole  
Bernd Fauler  
Michael Ager  
Fran Bradley 
Luke Child  
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10:00-10:15  
 

- DE gave an overview of the PMF so far and the original aim of the PMF – to share 
ideas, get PM’s together and discuss relevant industry subjects. 

 
- The biggest problem the PMF has faced to date is how to function within an 

industry where most people are extraordinarily busy. One of our aims must be to 
make our meetings more accessible and interesting, and to base these meetings 
around industry events such as the ABTT show where employees and freelancers 
have more freedom to attend. 
 

- DE pointed out that the traditional PMF meetings have value and can work, but 
needs additional add ons such as recorded meetings, video podcasts and a greater 
online presence.  
 

- DE has had a lot of interest from Production Managers in other countries who are 
very keen to be involved with the work of the PMF. We need to create a cohesive 
voice from a group of practicing PMs  
 

- As we have discovered from our research, PMs dabble in various areas of the live 
events industry. If we identify ourselves as ‘theatre’ it will be hard to shake it. 
AT pointed out that we need to be as broad as possible from the word ‘go’ to 
attract a diverse range of practitioners.  
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10.15-10.45 – plans and schedule for 2017 
 

 

- Potential meeting subjects were discussed including CDM and the effect Brexit 
will have on our industry. It is noted that there is no shortage to the range of 
meeting subjects.  

- DE suggested meetings with suppliers PMs regularly work with so they can tell us 
what information they need for jobs which will in turn make our job easier.  

- The information on the current website needs updating and translating into a 
useful format.  

- EB discussed the importance of our social media presence as it is easy, instant 
and accessible. We must improve our online presence this year in order to be 
successful. EB to contact Mike Ager and collaborate on PMF social media 
presence.  

- It was agreed by all that the physical meetings are a core part of the PMF, and we 
should have 4 core meetings per year, only one or two of which to be based in 
London. The locations of these meetings are to be: 

o  ABTT Theatre Show (June) 

o Edinburgh Festival (August)  

o Central School of Speech and Drama (October/November) 

o Bristol (October/November) 

 
- It was agreed that this year’s ABTT Theatre Show should act as our launch pad, as 

we will have our biggest captured audience present. Our link with the ABTT 
means we can organize a stand and panel discussions and have a definite 
presence.  

 

- The location of the Bristol meeting could be Bristol Old Vic, as David Harraway, 
Production Director of the venue, is keen to be involved with the PMF  

- PR suggested that we can contact Graham Sutherland at the Royal Scottish 
Consortium for his assistance in arranging a northern meeting.  

- The CSSD meeting would aim to target younger PMs and invite students from 
other schools. It is important that this meeting must be sensitive to Petrus and 
carefully planned to ensure it is appropriately excellent.  
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- MS discussed the Rose Bruford Stage Management symposium event which takes 
place in July, and the possibility of sending PMF reps to go to this.  

- It was also discussed potentially hosting a meeting at Manchester Festival, though 
it is questionable as to whether their schedule would allow time and space for us.  

-  
- PR questioned whether we should have a meeting in Northern Ireland. It was 

decided that at this stage, it would be logistically too difficult to organize, and 
we should make this a long term aim, within the next two years.  

 
- AT suggested the use of podcasts for recording and distributing and storing 

meetings and minutes to make them more accessible to members. AT to look into 
the logistics of this.  

- PR suggested that there should be 3-6 separate events per year in addition to the 
four meetings that PMs can arrange themselves with guidance and support from 
the PMF if they feel there is the need to talk about a particular subject. This will 
open the PMF up to more members and allow us more flexibility and accessibility.  

- NL suggested PMF social nights, similar to the ones hosted by the ALD, which 
could take place monthly or bi-monthly. These would be casual meetings at a 
pub. This was agreed to be an excellent idea.  

 

10:45-11:30 – Plans for rebranding, marketing and funding  

 

- MS pointed out that the PMF was running relatively well when it first started as a 
joint ABTT and SMA venture. The two associations have different strengths and 
assets to offer us and are keen to offer assistance. The SMA in particular have 
been especially keen to offer resources in terms of website space, mailing list 
distributions etc. Though it was agreed that this is a generous offer, we are keen 
to establish our own reputation as the PMF, whilst working in partnership with the 
ABTT and SMA. MS and ZC to liaise with the SMA regarding funding for our initial 
start- up costs such as new website.  

- It was agreed that although crowdfunding is a great tool, it is not useful to us yet 
as we are not equipped with the resources to manage money correctly. For now, 
we should approach organizations when we identify the need for funding and can 
ask them for a specific amount and purpose.  

- PR put out a call for candidates to re-brand the PMF graphics for a suggested fee 
of £300. There has been a good response to this. PR to put the designs on the 
Drop Box for everyone to view and vote on the best one. Note that this is re-
branding of the PMF logo and graphics, and not a design for the website itself.  
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- There may be some elements of the current website that we can use to retain the 
existing PMF identity, such as the PMF website domain and email address. ZC and 
AT to collaborate on the new website host and what we can attach to that from 
the existing website.  

- There are a number of relatively new organisations such as the ASD, ALD and ABD. 
The ABD (Association of British Designers) have been in contact and are keen to 
work with us. It was agreed by all that we can continue these conversations when 
the PMF has a greater sense of purpose and identity.  

- It has been discussed in previous meetings that it would be good to have a PMF 
mission statement, consisting of a main tagline with 1-5 pointers underneath this. 
This can be fluid and subject to review after our first year. As we were pressed 
for time, it was decided that everyone should put their proposed PMF mission 
statements on the Drop box for review and we can pick the most relevant and 
common points.  

- PR to create a Doodle Poll to decide when our next meeting should be – late 
Feb/March  

- It was agreed that meeting minutes from now on should be distributed no later 
than a week after the meeting. This will allow time for them to be typed up and 
reviewed before distribution.      
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ACTION POINTS 
 
 

- DE to send round the Google Doc link for the PMF glossary  
-  MS and ZC to liaise with the SMA regarding funding for our initial start- up costs 

(website re-branding £300)  
- PR to put website design proposals on the PMF Drop box  
- EB to contact Mike Ager and collaborate on PMF social media presence 
- AT to look into the logistics of filming and storing meetings as podcasts  
- ZC and AT to collaborate on the new website host and what we can attach to that 

from the existing website.  
- Everyone to put their proposed PMF mission statement on the Drop Box document 
- PR to create a Doodle Poll to decide when our next meeting should be – late 

Feb/March 

 

 

 

 

 


